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Wild New Territories showcases new visual art, media and performance works that explore the interplay between the urban and the wild. A tri city event going from London to Vancouver to Berlin.

Summary of activities to date for Wild New Territories in London
After extensive negotiations the installation of Wild New Territories began in Camley Street Natural Park in early
September facilitated by the participating artists with support from the team at London Wildlife Trust and various other
technical experts. The challenge of installing all the numerous works in various settings, some with complex technical
requirements was no easy task. All members were pushed to their limits, though miraculously almost all elements were
in place and fully functional by opening night. The installation of works at the Foundling Museum!was scheduled for
Sept. 17 and the very capable curator Stephanie Chapman and her team made a difficult day run more smoothly.
There was also a technical check at Canada House the same afternoon with James Rennie and team that allowed
speakers and artists an opportunity to become familiar with the space.
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!Canada House with WNT artist Alma Tischler Wood

!!!!!!!Technical check with Canada House Team
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!!!!! Interpretive centre at Park with WNT works to be installed !

Opening Reception Wild New Territories - CANADA HOUSE Sept. 18, 2012
!
6:30pm

Doors open – reception
Video works and installations presented from Wild New Territories artists through the evening

6.30 – 9.00

1 Mile of Sky – performance by foreign investment

7.00

Welcome (Canadian High Commission)

7.05

Opening remarks-intro to artists and overview of the exhibition ( Ron den Daas)

7.10

Mathew Firth from the London Wildlife Trust ‘Wilderness in London’s urban areas’

7.15

Chris Stringer from Museum of Natural History – ‘Human ecologies’

7.35

Elizabeth Rollinson from Linnean Society ‘What’s in a Name? Language and Biodiversity’

7.50

Edgar Heap of Birds, ‘Most Serene Republics’

8.05

Glenn Lewis, ‘Paradise Mythology in the Garden’

8.20

John Wood – overview of Wild New Territories - relation to art/design

8.30

summation - informal discussion (artists + speakers + audience)

9.00

END

With a press campaign that included many local art listings, twitter and facebook activity, and some strategic advertising a full house of over 80
guests was welcomed to participate in the Opening Reception of Wild New Territories in the elegant reception rooms of the Canadian High
Commission. Schedule of activities above. All facets of the event, including the Foreign Investment performance, program of video art from WNT
artists, WNT sculptural installation and Keynote speakers proceeded as planned though unfortunately due to the ambitious nature of the evening
and the caliber of material presented the evening ran 40 minutes over schedule and the ‘overview of WNT by professor John Wood was cut short.
This missing segment is being resolved in the following discussions being organized at the Park including a one hour talk by John Wood at the Park
Oct. 7 which will also include tours of WNT works installed at Camley Street Natural Park.
The talks initiated at this opening event have been instrumental in informing the installed works of Wild New Territories in London. Mathew Firth’s
moving account of the struggle for environmental conservation in London culminating in the formation of the London Wildlife Trust and protected
areas such as Camley Street Natural Park pointed to the possibilities in restoring highly impacted urban landscapes to once again support vibrant
biodiversity. All the installed art works in the park gain from the idea that a devastated land can be repaired and though the park is still in early
stages of restoration and is surrounded by urban development it alludes to alternative strategies aimed at addressing some of the concerns voiced
by the works presented in Wild New Territories. Chris Stringer presented an amazing review of southern UK’s deepest past around the ever evolving
Thames water basin which included startling new discoveries related to the earliest dates of human activity in these regions which through the
ground breaking work of AHOB (Ancient Human Occupation of Britain), which Chris Stringer directs, has now learned the previously accepted date
of earliest known human activity has been pushed back ! million years to 900,000 years ago! The cultural and environmental themes expressed in
WNT, seen through this lens, gain resonance and currency as the unprecedented impacts of contemporary society are contextualized by a new
understanding of an ancient primordial past. Elizabeth Rollinson from the Linnean Society brought important perspectives in a talk that underlined
the important role language and by extension cultural understanding plays in grappling with contemporary environmental paradigms. All keynote
speakers offered valuable insights informing Wild New Territories works and formed a brilliant and profound basis to commence the Wild New
Territories tri city project.
AN Journalist Michaela Nettell wrote in her Sept. 21 article. ‘We were reminded how important simple contact with the natural world is, especially for
city-dwellers; that children who spend too much time playing computer games are dangerously disengaged from the natural world; and that the
biggest driver of biodiversity loss is habitat change, triggered by the exploitation of place by humans.
I spoke to artist Gordon Cheung about artworks as warning signs and the role of the artist in telling cautionary tales. "Artists try and face what might
be seen as monstrous aspects of civilization," he says. "Only by facing these things can change be affected."
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Opening of Wild New Territories - Camley Street Natural Park Sept. 19 2012
After a final day of last minute installation adjustments, the Wild New Territories Park Opening contrasted the formal setting of Canada House with
the more natural important restored wild lands of Camley Street Natural Park and post industrial surroundings of the Kings Cross area. The evening
was well attended with over 200 visitors over the duration of the opening.

Foreign Investment performance, selling shares in the sky, with Shepherd and dPearly King & Queen of St Pancras, at Camley Street Park

After touring the WNT works visitors gathered around the wood burning ovens where pizza and drinks were served to raise funds for Camley Street Natural Park

Visitors also gathered around the interpretive centre/ gallery to watch works being presented on the outdoor screens

Morris/ Trasov, Colour Bar Research slideshow was viewed in the gallery

Opening of Wild New Territories – The Foundling Museum Sept. 26 2012
After the Sept 18 and 19 WNT Openings the next week brought the WNT Foundling Museum Opening and a LWT Members Opening at Camley
Street Natural Park on Sept. 28 that included keynote speaker John Wood and artists Henry/ Bragg and Jamie Griffiths.
The Foundling Museum WNT Opening was in conjunction with the opening of two other exhibitions ‘Dickens and the Foundling’ and ‘Received – a
blank child’. Director Caro Howell made an articulate introduction to Wild New Territories and encouraged the approximately 50 guests to visit the
exhibition at Camley Street Natural Park. The Foundling Museum has an amazing history connected to many important creative icons such as
Handel, Hogarth and Dickens, all who joined forces with many others to support important social issues of their day. The Museum was London’s first
public gallery and the portrait given by William Hogarth of Thomas Coram, original benefactor of the Foundling Hospital still forms part of the
historical collection of the Museum. Wild New Territories project is inspired by the actions of these important artists and grateful for the opportunity to
connect with this institution.

William Hogarth’s donated portrait of Thomas Coram

Foundling Museum WNT exhibition introduction text

Ron den Daas exhibited painting ‘New School’

Opening remarks at the Foundling Museum

Mars Kaliszewski and Alma Tischler Wood exhibited works related to themes in both Wild New Territories and the Museum

Jamie Griffiths exhibited photograph ‘Marked’

Max Kimber, Foundling
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Further engagement opportunities with Wild New Territories
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